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n the increasingly competitive business world,
tools to reinforce customer relationship manage-
ment (CRM) is crucial for businesses to evaluate
service to their customers. A good tool can help

businesses to conduct CRM in an efficient and creative
way. License plate recognition (LPR), has successfully
helped businesses in customer satisfaction improve-
ment. In most cases, the LPR system is used as a tool to
control parking lot access or to monitor road traffic. In
this case, it is used to provide businesses added value to
their services catering to delicate customer relationship.

Carecar is a carwash company in Strovolos, Cyprus. To boost
profit margins, the company was seeking a feasible way to evalu-
ate its businesses to ensure long-term profitability. It hoped to col-
lect information at the arrival and the exit of cars at the carwash
station, and to observe the number of cars in queue and the wash-
ing times of different types of cars. 

In addition to creating an efficient and pleasant atmosphere of

customer service, Carecar also planned to analyze the frequency
of customer visits from the collected data. It also hoped to use the
important information on its “Fidelity Program” to maximize cus-
tomer satisfaction.

Carecar selected a license plate recognition system to conduct
customer satisfaction audits. It enables the company to monitor
each customer’s plate numbers, calculate the washing time for dif-
ferent types of cars, and generate the statistics of carwashes on a
daily basis. The system can record drivers’ faces with the plate
numbers and lets the company figure out how often each customer
uses its service.

According to the data generated from the LPR system, Care-
car has been able to realize the usage habit, preference and visit
frequency of each carwash customer. Able to pop up the driver’s
image and name with the captured car plate numbers, the system
successfully helps the company identify multiple-time customers,
offer value-added service to loyal customers and carry out its
Fidelity Program to strengthen customer relationship. 

For more information, please contact lpr@geovision.com.tw.

The following description of an LPR system used in the carwash industry could fit well in some
parking applications. In reading this article, replace “parking facility” for “carwash” and “average
time parked” for “washing times,” and the application for parking facilities is obvious. Editor

I

LPR as a Marketing Tool

PT

the financial feasibility of new projects.
Topics to be covered are: 
The RFP Process – It’s time to seek out a new operator for

your parking operation. 
Technology – Get information from those who have been

there – this panel will help you through the process.
Level of Service – Passenger counts are up, but your parking

numbers are down. What’s going on here? There are signs all over
the place hawking “off-airport parking.” What’s with these com-
petitors? Get the answers.

Finances: Rates and Feasibility – Can you charge more for
parking? If so, how much? How do the prices you charge fit in
with your short- and long-term fiscal goals? Here’s the financial
end. 

Plus, airport parking seminar attendees receive full access to
the PIE show and to other seminars on subsequent days and
reduced rates. Get more information at www.parkingtoday.com.

Airports – Seminar Within a Seminar 
from Page 1

PT
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Going Undercover …
Covered Parking for Hospitals

Medical Center in Allen, Texas. “The No. 1 comment I get about
these structures is how much better they look than conventional
metal- or wood-roof carports,” said Bruce Heller, JaRyCo Presi-
dent. “There is currently a waiting list at this location to access the
covered parking spaces.”

JaRyCo chose a fully cantilevered design, which places the
columns completely out of the parking area. Their installation also
compensates for a radius in the center’s parking lot. Its vendor,
Vehicle Protection Structures (VPS) of Dallas, provided for this
when engineering the project.

For some developers and owners of newer facilities, it also
can be about keeping up with the Joneses. “The owner of Rock-
wall Medical Center had seen fabric-covered parking structures
being erected all over town, and decided they needed that type of
amenity, as well as the aesthetic treatment for their facility,” said
Dale Parker, Senior Project Manager with CF Jordan Construc-
tion in Dallas. “At Rockwall Medical Center, covered parking has

ith the ever-increasing
demands placed on the
healthcare system in the
U.S., medical professionals

are being actively recruited by hospitals
and medical centers with any number of
attractive amenities. Across the Sun Belt, a
relatively new amenity is rapidly emerging
– covered or “shaded” parking.

Cool Comfort an Added Amenity
Anyone who has entered a vehicle after it has

been sitting all day in the hot summer sun can
attest to the discomfort associated with that
intense blast of heat, as well as the steering wheel
that is too hot to touch. In the southern half of the
country, interior vehicle temperatures can be 30
to 50 degrees higher than the ambient air. Today’s
fabric-based covered parking solutions shade
vehicles throughout the day, in addition to pro-
viding ancillary benefits such as protection from
UV rays and damaging hail. 

For medical professionals utilizing this shaded
parking, the benefits are obvious. “What a great
perk for the doctors to have access to covered park-
ing. It’s so nice to come out to my car at the end of
a 100 degree summer day and find that it is cool
inside, and that I don’t have to worry about burning
myself on the interior,” said Dr. Tracy Elliott, a
physician near Dallas.

Elliott’s office, at Tenet Healthcare’s Centen-
nial Medical Center, decided to purchase its shade
structures nearly three years ago. “The fabric roof-
covered parking structures were added to the land-
scape as a way of enticing, and retaining, top-flight
physicians. The structures are exclusively for their use, and intend-
ed for their comfort,” said Kim Pulliam, Director of Central States
Construction & Design for Tenet. “Covering over 40 parking
spaces, our requirements were ample shade, sound structural
integrity, cost-effectiveness per parking space, and a reputable
vendor. All of these requirements were met with the fabric-roof
structures we selected.”

Tenet chose an offset cantilevered system, which places the
columns virtually out of the parking area. Additionally, this design
allows for a single column for every four parking spaces. This
enables unobstructed access to each covered parking space and
reduces the possibility of vehicles running into the columns. It also
decreases costs, as fewer steel columns are required.

Aesthetics – Another Amenity 
One Texas-based developer, JaRyCo Development, also has

installed a fabric-based covered parking system at Twin Creeks

W
BY MATT VERNON

In the southern half of the country, interior
vehicle temperatures can be 30 to 50
degrees higher than the ambient air.

Covered parking at Twin Creeks Medical Center.
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been provided exclusively for the physicians and other key staff
members.”

Return on Investment From Above (Rooftop
Applications) and Below (Ground level)

Aesthetic value also cannot be overlooked, as property devel-
opers and managers continually look for a competitive edge and
new ways to seamlessly integrate modern landscape elements.
Fabric-based covered parking structures attract attention and
increase the visibility of the property, which provides a great return
on investment for the owner. 

Additionally, these structures are low maintenance, particu-
larly in comparison with solid-roof structures. Cleaning the
high-density polyethylene (HDPE) fabric can be done with a
mild soap and hose or pressure washer. Hail stones, which can
severely damage solid-roof structures, simply bounce off their
fabric counterparts.

Although many of these installations are for ground-level
covered parking, they also provide similar solutions for rooftop
parking. VPS recently completed the first phase (approximately
60 parking spaces) of a rooftop covered parking system for St.
Joseph’s Hospital in Tucson, Ariz.

“Employee satisfaction was the objective. With limited park-
ing available, the roof became the inevitable location to park for
the latecomers ... who would be disgruntled with this situation,”
said Walt Dubois, P.E., Manager of Facilities at the medical center.

“The covered areas
are the first parking spaces
to be filled on the roof,”
Dubois said. “Clearly,
these are the coveted park-
ing slots. ... The only feed-
back we have had is why
we still have not completed
all covered parking on the
roof. As funding becomes
available, we will complete
the remaining areas on the
roof that lend themselves
to the application.”

Depending on the
structural design and
integrity of the parking
garage, VPS can design
solutions for integration
into existing garages or
for new construction. Pro-
ject scope also is virtually
unlimited. As few as four
parking spaces at a given
location or up to as many
as 10,000 spaces can be
covered depending on the
need. Form can meet
function.

Exposed parking areas
are prone to heat buildup due to the presence of vehicles and the
dark, paved surfaces, which are commonly made of heat-holding
materials. Shading parking areas extends the life of the lot by pro-
tecting it from heat and UV rays. Vehicles are also protected, and
for retail and commercial zones, shade keeps customers and
employees more comfortable. 

From a vendor perspective, covered parking is an obvious fit

for the medical community. “Although physicians and nurses
may not see daylight due to their long workdays, their vehicles
are baked in the blistering summer sun,” said Saul Goldenberg,
Vice President of VPS. “Fabric-roof shade structures are an ideal
solution for shielding their vehicles from the sun and protecting
the vehicles (paint, interior, etc.) from UV damage.”

Once thought a lightweight for durability, synthetic materials
such as polyethylene are used in most fabric structures today, mak-
ing them fade- and tatter-resistant, strong, and able to block out up
to 95% of the sun’s harmful UV rays. “Fabric structures do some-
thing that solid-roof structures cannot – they breathe,” said Gold-
enberg. “The fabric is permeable, so as hot air rises through it, it
creates a movement of air that significantly reduces the tempera-
tures beneath the structures.”

Dubois pointed to another reason for his Tucson medical cen-
ter’s choice in fabric parking structures. “With the full cantilever
construction, no one is going to run into the steel members. There
is no repair or upkeep.” He added: “With the high wind conditions
we sometimes incur, the fabric design gives us peace of mind –
there is no steel sheeting to be blown into the air with the poten-
tially disastrous consequences.”

The fabric industry benefits are realized across the board.
“The last decade has seen unprecedented acceptance of fabric
structures by architects and engineers, commercial and retail
designers, parks and recreation officials, hotel and resort locations
and end users from an enormous diversity of market segments,”

said George K. Ochs,
Chairman of the Board of
the Industrial Fabrics
Association International. 

Bruce Wright, editor
of Fabric Architecture
magazine, noted a signifi-
cant increase in the aware-
ness on the part of archi-
tects for the need for shade,
particularly in the Southern
and Southwestern states.
This has led to a dramatic
increase in the use of shade
structures for commercial
applications, he said.
Architects are finding that
fabric shading elements
can be an economical and
practical method of meet-
ing sustainable design
requirements, more com-
monly required by munici-
palities adhering to modern
building codes. 

As the popularity of
fabric structures increases,
look for more to appear at
hospitals around the coun-
try, providing comfort and

protection for the doctors and nurses who do the same for their
patients. 

Matthew Vernon is General Manager of Vehicle Protection Structures
(VPS) in Dallas, TX.  He can be reached at (866) 887-4233, or 
matt.vernon@vpslp.com
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These structures keep cars cool at Rockwell Medical Center.
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The sun was shining, the sky was blue, but the air was cold and crisp. Brent Loucks got out of his
car  on Second Avenue in downtown Saskatoon, Canada, and stuck his hand in his pockets to find
change for the parking meter. His hand came up empty. The morning was a frigid minus-25 degrees
Celsius, common for winter in Saskatchewan, and Loucks sat in his car wondering what he should
do. He was already late, so running out to buy coffee to get some change was not an option. Was he
going to get a ticket? Then, rechecking the meter, he noticed something interesting – an information
sticker: “Use Your Cell Phone Instead of Coins.”  A quick call from back within the comfort of his
car, and a minute later he thought to himself, “That was so simple,” as he walked away, happy that
he avoided getting a ticket. 

‘I’m Not an Evil Person …
I Just Don’t Have the Change’

that downtown merchants’ issues regarding free vs. paid parking
were adequately addressed?

Boyes was aware of an emerging technology called cellphone
parking. Although popular in Europe, where in some places as
many as 35 percent of parking transactions are paid for by cell-
phone, the service has yet to catch on in North America. Regard-
less, many people believe that cellphone parking’s time is now. 

When Boyes went looking for a cellphone parking system to
implement in Saskatoon, he found most had the following fea-
tures:

• Requires no capital expenditures.
• Virtually immediate operations – can be deployed in a 

few weeks.

rian Boyes was a manager of parking opera-
tions for the city of Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan. He had a problem he wanted
to solve.

Looking at parking as an opportunity to provide service to the
citizens and visitors of Saskatoon, Boyes had always believed that
more options to pay meant better service, increased compliance
and, most important, good PR for the city. After all, no one really
likes to pay for parking, so all a city can do is make it easier to
facilitate payment. 

How did Boyes plan to resolve his issue? How did he ensure
that, while charging for parking, the process itself – parking one’s
vehicle and rendering payment – was as pleasant as possible and

B
BY THOMAS JANACEK

“Ultimately, all cities will use pay-by-cell. It is just a
question of which provider they will choose. ...”

– Paul Decloux, a former member of the Canadian 
Parking Association’s Board of Directors

"Paying for parking via cellphone is an idea whose
time has come. The system ... is simple and straight-
forward to use and delivers what is promised. There
are definite benefits to both the user and the parking
service operator.”

– Perry Albert, Manager of Campus Security at 
Lethbridge Community College

“I can’t express how great the service  is. ... This
week has been my first experience with it, and I
think it is brilliant!”

– Elise LeBlanc, Saskatoon

“The service saves me a lot of trouble.”
– Brent Loucks, Saskatoon:

“I am particularly pleased with the convenience of
the service.”

– Rob Greer, Saskatoon (After noting this, he asked if
there was someone with the city of Saskatoon whom
he could contact because, he said, “I would really like to
ensure that the city looks upon the service favorably.”

“I love the system because I usually do not plug the
meters, not because I am an evil person and want to
get a ticket, but because I usually do not have the
change in my pocket. The system gives me another
option to pay.“

– Lanny Westgard, Saskatoon

What They Are Saying About Pay-By-Cellphone:
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• Co-exists with the
existing parking meter 
systems.

• Simple for the parker
to use. 

The keys to successful
implementation of the cell-
phone parking service
were ease of use, support
from the parking operator,
and buy-in from the down-
town business community.
That’s easy to say, more
difficult to do. 

How did the city and its
business associations, On
Broadway (a trendy shop-
ping area) and The Partner-
ship Downtown Business Association, buy in? 

Tanya Ringdal, Executive Director of the On Broadway busi-
ness association, arranged for a meeting of merchants that were
informed about the incoming cellphone parking deployment in
their area, ran a story in the group’s newsletter and was very sup-
portive through the process. Cellphone parking, she said, was “a
tool that may help merchants to alleviate the parking issue.” 

Terry Scaddan, Executive Director of The Partnership, was
sold as soon as he found out that the merchants could reimburse
their customers – should they choose to do so – using a prepaid
parking coupon that gets applied against the driver’s (or shopper’s)
cellphone parking account. 

Brent Loucks
returned to his
parked car 90 min-
utes later. The
weather was finally
warming up, and
the sun had started
to melt the frost on
his windshield. He
pulled out his cell-
phone as he was
walking up to his
car and dialed the
parking system to
terminate his trans-
action. He drove

away 30 seconds later muttering to himself,
“Now, why didn’t I think of that idea?” A month
later, Loucks received an e-mail message with a
detailed statement of his monthly parking
charges, so he could get reimbursed from his
employer, a local radio station. 

Thomas Janacek is the founder and president of New Parking Inc. 
He can be reached at tjanacek@new-parking.com.
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Two-Way Video Makes for 
A Friendlier POF System

a voice over an intercom. A face and a smile can disarm most of
the frustration in learning new technologies.

“I can watch the customer and help them, sometimes when
they don’t know I’m there,” Hedge said. “Once I noticed a
woman paying by credit card. She placed the card and her exit

ticket in her wallet,
which she then placed in
her handbag. When she
got to the exit, she hit the
help button and told me
that the POF had kept
her exit ticket. 

“I smiled and told
her to look in her wallet,
which was in her black
purse. She hesitated, but
then when I asked her a
second time, she did
look in her pocketbook,
and sure enough, there
was the exit ticket.
Needless to say, she was
amazed and will most
likely remember to look
next time before calling
for help. I also think that
her being able to see me
and realize that there
was a person helping her
made a difference.”

The three parking
facilities equipped with
the video system, locat-
ed throughout down-
town Indianapolis, are
run from one central
location. They are con-
nected by the Internet
using a high-speed T-1
connection. 

“We started with a DSL line,” said Ken Evens of Evens
Time, the company that installed the system. “It was too slow.
The pictures were jerky, and looked a bit like ‘Max Headroom.’
The T-1 makes the video look like it’s hard-wired. Now, it’s virtu-
ally studio quality.”

Since the video system is Internet-based, it makes no differ-
ence where the central control station is located. According to
Mark Pratt, Denison’s President, it plans additional sites in Indi-
anapolis and in other cities where the 100-location company has
customers. 

“We can run them all out of one place with one person per
shift,” Pratt said. “The benefits to us and our customers are
tremendous, but the biggest plus is to the parker. They feel com-

enison Parking had a problem. They needed
to advance the concepts of pay-on-foot and
automation to their customers and clients.
The problem: POF devices are sometimes

perceived to be cold and impersonal, maybe a bit
intimidating to cus-
tomers and down-
right unfriendly in
the eyes of Deni-
son's clients. 

The benefits of POF
were obvious. The
reduction in labor costs
would pay for the new
technology quickly and
enable the operator to
upgrade its personnel
on-site. The operation
would run more smooth-
ly, and the facility owner
would have a healthier
bottom line. 

Intercoms are fine,
but impersonal. So the
question was how to
make the system friend-
lier to the folks who
came into Indianapolis
from smaller surround-
ing communities where
they raise the corn and
beef that feed the nation
communities.

The solution was to
install a system that put
the customer service
representative in front of
the parker, even when
that person was six
blocks (or in some cases, six states) away. Install a CCTV system
that was integral to the POF, and have color LCD screens at the
POF and exit station.

There is an internal camera on the POF and a large color
screen at eye level. The screen has instructional information for
the user. If the user needs assistance, he can not only hear the cus-
tomer service rep, but also see a real-time live image on the LCD
display. 

“This makes the conversation much more personal and effec-
tive,” said John Hedge, the Denison’s manager who oversees the
three garages that have the system installed. “Our customers feel
much more comfortable dealing with a real person than with just

D
BY JOHN VAN HORN

“The benefits to us and our customers
are tremendous, but the biggest plus
is to the parker.”

Sherry Evens of Evens Time and Mark Pratt, President of Denison Parking with the interactive
CCTV display in the exit lane. Seen on the display is facility Manager John Hedge.
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fortable with the technology, and accept it more quickly.”
The reduction in the number of staff at each location has

enabled Denison to invest more in the people who perform the
customer service task at the central location. 

“We can afford to pay these folks more and get a person who

is technically savvy and also personable,” Pratt said. “The ability
to see the people they are helping gives the CSR a feeling of own-
ership. Also, since they know the customer can see them, they are
always on their toes. The two-way video helps everyone.

“The video system has totally changed the way we operate,”
Pratt said. “We can now be proactive. Take the case of the woman
that John mentioned, the one with the black purse. Had he not
seen what she had done, and then been able to be seen by her, the
situation could have easily deteriorated. It was, however, a win
for everyone.”

The images are recorded on a DVR and the operator can
quickly “reverse” the video and see just what the person did at the
POF or exit lane, if they didn’t happen to be paying attention. The
recording also comes in handy in the event of any dispute.

Evens said the system was relatively easy to install. “There
were a few quirks to be worked out in the beginning, what with IP
addresses and the Internet to resolve. But we worked well with
the manufacturer (WPS), and the system went in extremely
smoothly.”

The central station has three large flat-screen displays. One
is reserved for incoming requests. A second has four rotating pic-
tures so the operator can get an overview of the entire operation.
And the third is used to review individual transactions if there is a
need to “go back” and see what has happened in a particular
event.

“Another great feature,” noted Hedge, “is the fact that I can
forward the alarms to my cellphone. If we have a problem, say, at
3 a.m. and we have no one at the command center, I can get the
call at home, and then call up the video on my home computer. I
can then talk to the parker over the phone and see them on the
computer. This enables us to provide service even at those times
when having a CSR actually at the central station is not reason-
able.”

Hedge also noted that, if desired, the building administration
can watch activity on the system from their offices by logging on
to the Internet and, with proper addresses and passwords, see
exactly what the CSR sees in the central station.

The system also includes real-time credit card processing.
These appear on the central station’s screen. If a card is rejected,
the CSR can know it almost before the customer. They can then
take proactive action and help defuse the situation.

“We like the design,” said Evens. “The bar code tickets are
scanned with a stationary scanner; there is no transport mecha-
nism. Also, the credit card reader is like the one you find at a gas
station. There is no transport there, either. This makes for reliabil-
ity and very easy maintenance.”

For more information, contact the manufacturer, WPS, at 
www.wps-na.com. Mark Pratt can be reached at 
mpratt@denisonparking.com. 

This display shows all the locations connected to the central station.
When an alarm comes in, it can be displayed here.

PT
In some locations the POF is secured during off hours with a specially
designed case. It is left open when the garage is open.

With DSL, “the pictures ... looked
a bit like ‘Max Headroom.’ ... Now
[with a T-1 connection], they’re
virtually studio quality.”
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Remembering Robert T. Teerman
Robert T. Teerman, Senior Vice President of Walker Parking

Consultants, passed away on June 15. He joined the company in
1986, and was Department Head of the Design Resources Group.
He also served as Corporate Chief Engineer, responsible for com-
pany master specification material qualifications and standards. 

In 1997, Teerman became the Managing Principal of its
Atlanta office, and in 1999, he was promoted to Vice President. In
2003, he returned to Elgin, IL, as head of the Design Resources
Group; last April, he was promoted to Senior Vice President. 

Teerman received a Bachelor of Science and Master of
Science in Civil Engineering from Purdue University. He was an
active member of the American Concrete Institute and served on
numerous technical committees. He also was a member of the
American Society of Civil Engineers, International Concrete
Repair Institute, National Parking Association, National Society
of Professional Engineers, International Parking Institute, Interna-
tional Code Council and the Construction Specification Institute. 
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issues, demand projections, and details including outsourcing
and resources.

Thursday’s session, led by one of PIE’s most heralded pre-
senters, Robert Milner of the University of Maryland, Baltimore,
gets into the details of delivering parking services. Both on- and
off-street are stressed, with operations, staffing, enforcement
management, safety and security leading the topics. 

Friday is business day – be sure you collect the money. Two
experts in the field, Dennis Cunning and Larry Donaghue, team
up to cover the basics of revenue control, equipment selection
and auditing. These two have nearly a century of experience to
share with you.

A complete course outline is on PT’s website: 
www.parkingtoday.com.

The Los Angeles event will play host to a presentation by
parking scholar Donald Shoup, author of the hit new book “The
High Cost of Free Parking.” It will be simulcast in Chicago, with
attendees asking questions from L.A. and Chicago in real-time.

Four other seminars, plus a continental breakfast, lunch and

you can get into discussions with them. You will build your own
personal network, and get the chance to develop a professional
relationship.

We’ll keep this up until you have met and have the names of
enough people to solve your problems for the next year. You can
then catch up with them at PIE 2007.

And we’ll have our “issues boards.” When you register, you
will get a group of cards. Put an issue on the card and tack it on
the board. Check back later – your answer will be there, with
someone to contact for the details. Or maybe you will have an
answer for someone else.

PIE 2006 will be the place to network … and get solutions.
Technical seminars, workshops, major presentations – PIE 2006
is the time and place to get it all.

PIE Attendees to Get Full Info:
‘Parking Boot Camp’ Expanded
from Page 1

PIE Promises Parking
Blowout: Chicago 2006
from Page 1

PIE II: A Full Day in L.A.
from Page 1

tabletop exhibits, round out this one-day event. PIE II will feature
local representatives from companies exhibiting in Chicago and
give attendees the opportunity to meet and network with the peo-
ple who will actually be supporting the products in their area.

The USC Davidson Executive Conference Center is designed
for just this type of group, with convenient parking next door and
full multimedia technology to support this event.

See PIE II conference Schedule on Page 52

PT PT

PT
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Wednesday, August 26

9:00-11:00 AM – Senior Managers – Where we
go from here. This seminar is for senior parking
managers. Use the data you receive for plan-
ning and projections.  CEOs from a major oper-
ator, a major city, a university and an airport
give their insights into where the industry will be
5 and 10 years from now.

10:30 – Working Together, Public and Private –
Two city and a commercial operator discuss the
benefits and some of the issues of a public/pri-
vate partnership – Here’s where we learn how to
bring private enterprise into a public parking
operation, whether it municipal, university or air-
port.
Bob Hindle, head of the Parking Association
of California and Vice President of Parking
Concepts, Jano Baghdanian, parking director
for the City of Glendale, California, and Bill
Bortfeld, Parking Coordinator for the City of
Santa Monica.  (Simulcast from Los Angeles)

11:00 AM – Notes from Big Ben – What’s hap-
pening in Europe. Parking East of the Atlantic has
always led the US in Technology and operations.
Take a look at the products and procedures we will
be using in the US and Canada in the next five
years. 
Peter Guest – Parking Today European
Correspondent, UK Parking Consultant, and
Senior Vice President, British Parking
Association

1:00 PM – The Americans with Disabilities Act
– Just what has been going on and what
changes have been made. How will they affect
you parking operations? Will they cost you big
bucks? Join us in this seminar and find the
answers.  Get ahead of the ADA curve.
Mary Smith, Vice President, Walker Parking
Consultants.

1:00 PM – On Street – A comparison of
Technologies – Parking Meters, Pay and
Display, Pay by Space. An in-depth discussion
of the advantages and disadvantages of all
three. How they work, applications, considera-
tions when you choose, cost comparisons,
enforcement details – This is the place to get
answers, and bring questions.
Jon Martins, Walker Parking Consultants
(Simulcast to Los Angeles)

2:50 – Hospital Parking – and Parking on
Campus - The same thing – no – but they are like
siblings – many campuses have hospitals, and
many hospitals are like campuses. Here a
renowned expert in parking on campus and in
hospitals (and one of the most acclaimed speak-
ers at PIE in the past) speaks to the issues – poli-
tics, patients, pedagogues, and practices. 
Robert Milner – Director of Parking and
Transportation – University of Maryland,
Baltimore.

2:50 – Payment Options – Cash, Credit Card,
Debit Card, Chip Card, Cell Phone, Leave your
spare tire – Technology is here for all these, and
its being used more and more every day. An
industry expert in technology speaks to these
options, their features and benefits, and their
costs, some hidden – for instance, will you have
to pay a lot to convert your equipment to
debit/chip cards?
Blake Laufer, T2 Systems – (Simulcast to LA)

4:00 PM – Plenary Session – Don Shoup and the
“High Cost of Free Parking” 
Known as the number one parking academic,
UCLA’s Dr. Donald Shoup will present his some-
times controversial theories on parking plan-
ning, charging, and distribution of the revenues.
Has parking policy really been the destroyer of
our cities? Shoup thinks so. Here he will show
you how minor changes in laws can relieve
congestion in our cities, and give the parking
industry, commercial and public, an even bigger
piece of the action.
Donald Shoup, UCLA Department of Public
Policy and Planning – (Simulcast from LA)

Thursday, August 24

8:00 AM – Technical Session – On Street
Yes, two hours devoted to on street technical
information. This is where the tables are turned.
You will have the manufacturers on stage and
ready for your questions. Be general or specif-
ic. We'll be there to keep it from turning into a
sales presentation, but we don't guarantee that
there won't be a few sharp words. When you
ask a vendor about a problem, they had better
have the answer. This is one of the most popu-
lar events at PIE.
Moderated by Parking Today Editor ,
John Van Horn.

9:45 AM – Networking – What PIE is all About?
Let's face it, no one has all the answers, but
many of us have the same issues and problems.
What we try to do at PIE is connect people with
questions with people with answers. We do it
with seminars and presentations, and there will
be some this year. However, we also do it by
putting you together with people who are on the
front lines just like you.  Seen speed dating?
This is speed networking. You will have time to
meet people who have solved problems you
have, and talk a bit - but mostly to connect. So
you can go into depth later. You will build your
own personal network. Yes, here's the chance
to really meet people and develop a profession-
al relationship. We'll keep this up until you have
met and have the names of enough people to
solve your problems for the next year. You can
then catch up with them at the next PIE.
Moderated by Kimberly Kayler, Constructive
Communications

11 AM – The Numbers
Researcher Dale Denda takes us through the
2006 version. How many of us are there? How
much do we gross? How many new garages will
be built? Oh, and how much do we pay? Want a
sneak preview into your opposite number's pay
packet? Hear the results of PT's survey here first.
Dale Denda, Parking Market Research
Company

11 AM – Funding
A banker, a consultant, and a developer all talk
about how to fund everything from shuttles to
revenue equipment to garages. This is for both
private and public institutions.

3:30 PM – Workshops

Workshop A – Setting up Valet Parking
Operations – Mike Pendergraft and the National
Valet Parking Association

Workshop B – Handicapped Parking – the
issues with  enforcement – Robert LaBelle –
Davie, Florida, Police Department 

Workshop C – Maximizing Existing Lighting and
lowering electrical costs – Don Monahan,
Walker Parking Consultants

Workshop D – Problem Customers and
Customer Service – Robert Milner

Friday August 25

8:00 AM – Technical Seminar – Off Street
Yes, two hours devoted to garage technology.
This is where the tables are turned. You will
have the manufacturers on stage and ready for
your questions. Be general or specific. We'll be
there to keep it from turning into a sales pres-
entation, but we don't guarantee that there
won't be a few sharp words. When you ask a
vendor about a problem, they had better have
the answer. 
Moderated by Parking Today Editor, 
John Van Horn

10:00 AM – Double your capacity with
Technology
This seminar brings the mechanical (stacker)
and automated systems into perspective. Is this
an inexpensive way to increase your capacity or
an very expensive boondoggle. This presentation
includes all the facets from concept to construc-
tion and production and installation, and also
costs of operating, and ongoing maintenance.
Rob Bailey, President, Mid-American Elevator
and Space Saver Parking

10:00 AM – Revenue Control – Dennis Cunning
This outspoken critic of the way many parking
operations are run tells you how to find problems
in your revenue control and fix them. Dennis
brings a lifetime of experience running a garage,
senior vice president of a commercial parking
operator and the auditor managers love to hate.  If
you see no other seminar at PIE 2006, see this one. 

PIE 2006 Schedule – Seminars – Chicago:
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cashiers, many owners are now electing to
use a pay-on-foot (POF) system where the
parker pays his parking fee to a staffed –
or more likely, an unstaffed – POF
machine located where most parkers will
pass before returning to their vehicle to
leave the parking facility.

Designing for the 
Operational System

Whether the parking operations sys-
tem has no entry or exit control equip-
ment; is the more traditional ticket
in/cashier out; or is a
more advanced POF,
the overall design of
the parking facility
must take the opera-
tions system in mind
early in the design
process.

The first design
concern is the number
of control lanes and the
vehicle reservoir space
needed at each lane.
The parking consultant
can provide estimates
by working with the
project traffic consult-
ant, who will estimate
the peak-hour entry
and exit volumes. The
parking consultant also
should advise the own-
er regarding the advan-
tages and disadvan-
tages of the various
types of operational
systems and parking
equipment available. 

With the traffic
consultant’s peak hour
traffic volumes and the
owner’s decision on
the operating system
and equipment to be
used, the parking con-
sultant will be able to
calculate the project’s
Traffic Intensity Fac-
tor (TIF) and arrive at

the calculated lanes and reservoir space
needed. 

It is worth noting that the parking
equipment selection is important in deter-
mining the number of vehicles that will
be able to enter or exit during the peak
hour. The speed of the ticket-issuing
function varies depending on whether it
is automatic or pushbutton. In addition,
the throughput (the number of vehicles to
go through a control lane in a given time
period) for access control systems can
vary significantly depending on the type
of system chosen. 

System Design With
Revenue Control In Mind

hat does one think of
when “designing for
revenue control” is
mentioned? Sixty

years ago, it meant that when the
attendant greeted you at the entry
to the parking facility and collected
a fixed amount,  you would have
considered how big a cigar box
you should have in which to store
the money. Not to discredit the
parking attendants of that era, but a
certain percentage of that money
likely never made it into the cigar
box, due purely to the fact that
there were no revenue controls in
place. Design? It made little differ-
ence.

Fast forward 25 to 30 years when the
parking attendant used a time clock to
stamp the entry time on a sequentially
numbered ticket, which he gave then back
to the parker. On exiting, the parker pre-
sented the time-stamped ticket to the
attendant, who determined the length of
time the patron had been parked with
some reasonable degree of accuracy and
arrived at the amount to be charged from a
fee chart. He collected the parking fee and
placed it in a cash register. 

Designing for revenue control back
then meant trying to ensure that the park-
ing facility owner had some means to
track the revenue and make the attendant
accountable for the revenue at the end of
his shift, plus maybe the entrance drives
had to be a bit longer to allow room for
parkers to queue while waiting for the
transaction to be completed.

Today, we have much more sophisti-
cated revenue control equipment. It likely
uses machine-readable tickets with an
automatic fee-calculation cash terminal,
which is online to a host computer. The
parker has the choice of paying for his
parking with coins, currency or
credit/debit card.

To reduce the time spent at the exit
control lane and the operational cost for

W
BY RON SAXTON

Be Sure to Discuss
With Your Consultant:
• How the type of parking patron will affect the

revenue control system.

• How monthly parkers will gain access.

• Layout of vehicle control lanes and equipment
options. 

• Location, location, location of the POF stations.

• Signage appropriate for the revenue control
system chosen.

• How the design for your garage fits your 
application.
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